
The Way My Mother Speaks 



Learning Intention 

To develop our 
understanding of ‘The 

Way My Mother Speaks’ 



Success Criteria 

You will know you have been 
successful when: 

You have analysed The Way My 
Mother Speaks 



Starter Task 

• 3 themes of Mrs Midas 
•3 themes of WP 
•3 themes of Valentine 



‘The Way My Mother Speaks’: 

First Impressions 

The Basic Facts:

- Who is the poem about?

- What happens in the poem?

- Why do you think Carol Ann Duffy wrote the 

poem?

- What themes are explored in the poem?



Starter:

- If ‘The Way My Mother Speaks’ was a song, what song 
would it be?

- You have 5 minutes to find and choose a song that you 
think fits the themes and tone of the poem, 

- Present your idea and explain your reasoning



Carol Ann Duffy 

What can we 
remember about Carol 
Ann Duffy’s life? 



‘The Other Country’

•A collection of poems published in 1990.

•The Other Country is not an autobiographical 

collection; it offers few to no personal details, 

•However, many of the poems in the collection refer to 

Duffy’s childhood emigration from Scotland to England,

•Duffy often uses the dramatic monologue form to 

depict the exiles of others.



‘The Other Country’ cont. 

• They describe childhood itself as a centre of powerful 
nostalgia and vivid, fractured memory.

• The other country literally refers to Scotland in several 
instances throughout the collection, 

•However it is not always a literal location but rather an 
imagined or remembered space or feeling.



In this poem the poet/persona is on a train that 
"goes down England". The journey is both literal and 
metaphorical, as here Duffy is concerned with the 
transition between childhood and adulthood, from 
dependence to independence, from seeing herself as 
being closely tied to her mother to then forming her 
own identity. Like Originally and In Mrs Tilscher's
Class, Duffy explores how change causes conflicting 
emotions, which is why this poem is full of 
contradictions and contrasts.



‘The Way My Mother Speaks’

•A love poem of sorts, not romantic love, but about the love 

the speaker has for her mother and the way she speaks.

•Also about the literal and metaphorical journey from 

childhood to adulthood.

• The speaker is leaving home for the first time travelling by 

train and focusing on her mother’s dialect, specifically the 

phrase: “The day and ever.” 



• The speaker struggles with conflicting emotions over leaving 

her mother and the safety of the childhood home, she is sad 

to be leaving, but looking forward to adulthood.

• Eventually, she reconciles the tension between wanting her 

freedom and the nostalgia she feels for her childhood. 



Form and structure

• The poem is written as a stream of 

consciousness within an interior 

monologue. 

• The thought processes of the speaker 

are overheard and addressed to herself. 

• The speaker is alone with her thoughts 

and we are overhearing them.  

A style in which a 
character's thoughts, 
feelings, and reactions 
are shown in a 
continuous flow 
uninterrupted by 
factual  description or 
dialogue



Form and structure cont. 

•The poem is made up of 3 stanzas of irregular 
length which are punctuated by 2 refrains:
‘The day and ever. The day and ever.’

‘What like is it’

•These refrains reflect the rhythm of the train 
and become a mantra that anchors the 
speaker to her mother and cultural roots. 



Themes:

• Identity

•Loss

•Childhood

•Coming of age/ change

•Maternal relationships/ love

•Nostalgia and memories

•Contradictory emotions



The Title

• Indicates the topic of the poem is 1 person and 
her idiosyncrasies, 

•Also suggests a dialect and therefore a cultural 
identity that sets the mother apart,

•Suggestion that perhaps the speaker of the 
poem also sees herself as distinct from her 
mother. 



I say her phrases to myself
in my head
or under the shallows of my breath,
restful shapes moving.
The day and ever. The day and ever

1st person narrative 

Word choice: image of speaker quietly repeating these 
words, as though she is actively trying to maintain the 
connection to her mother. Suggests she is frightened 
of losing this. 

Oxymoron: reminder that she is on a train and of the flickering images that are 
passing by the window. These contrast the peace of the carriage but also contradict 
each other directly. Restful connotes peace, moving connotes being restless. 
Suggests the speaker is unsettled by this process of leaving home.
Could potentially represent the memories of her childhood she is leaving behind.



The day and ever. The day and ever. 

Scot/Irish dialect for ‘since’: links speaker to her 
mother and to wider theme of change/ passage of 
time. 
Italics + Repetition: distinguishes this as her mother’s 
voice which she can hear in her head, reflects the 
rhythm of the train and how focused the speaker is on 
this voice. She is in tune with this rhythm as the phrase 
becomes a mantra, an anchor connecting the speaker 
with cultural roots.



Stanza Two 

•Focuses on the journey itself,

•Lots of imagery used to create a vivid 
sense of transition and the mixed 
feelings about this process into 
adulthood



The train this slow evening
goes down England
browsing for the right sky,
too blue swapped for a cool grey.

Symbol: the train journey is symbolic of the 
speaker’s journey into adulthood. As she is 
physically leaving her childhood home and 
travelling to a new place, she is metaphorically 
leaving childhood behind. 

Assonance: long vowel sound 
of ‘o’ effectively slows pace of 
stanza, further emphasising 
the speaker’s reluctance. 

Word choice/ personification of train:  the train is looking for a new sky 
under which to settle, connotations of new adventures/possibilities. 



too blue swapped for a cool grey.

Imagery/ assonance: colours of the sky are symbolic 
of stages of life she is moving between and the 
nature of these. 
‘too blue’ -> warmth, comfort and protection of 
familial home but ‘too’ suggests she has outgrown 
this protection, that she finds it suffocating.
‘grey’ -> symbolic of uncertainty of future and 
potential for failure, ‘cool’ hints at the world’s 
indifference to speaker. 
Effective contrast reflects the nature of these stages. 



For miles I have been saying
What like is it
the way I say things when I think.
Nothing is silent. Nothing is not 
silent.

Inversion/ word order: emphasises how 
long the speaker has been thinking about 
this, repeating the phrase.

Repetition/ italics: the speaker is echoing her mother’s 
well known phrase with one of her own, trying to create 
her own linguistic traditions. She is asking a question, 
using ‘like’ as a noun- suggesting she is looking to create 
her own identity.



Nothing is silent. Nothing is not silent.
What like is it.

Oxymoron: suggests feelings of loss 
and confusion as she can’t stop 
hearing her mother’s voice. 
However, the double negative shifts 
this feeling to a duality: the sounds 
in her head are both silent but can 
be heard at the same time, hinting 
that she can remain connected to 
her roots and begin again at the 
same time. 



Stanza 3

Emphasises the mixed feelings the narrator has,

Ultimately reconciles these mixed feelings and the tension between 
memory and excitement for the future.

Ends with a declaration of love for the way her mother speaks and the 
realisation that the speaker can keep her close connection with both 
her mother and cultural roots as well as striking out on her own.



Only tonight
I am happy and sad
like a child
who stood at the end of 
summer

Word order: places emphasis on how 
this experience of leaving home and 
travelling to a new location is a once in a 
lifetime transition, i.e. Growing up. 

Paradox: contradictory feelings of 
excitement at what is to come and 
the sadness at what she is leaving 
behind. Simple words but these 
have depths of meaning. Clear 
tension between freedom and tug 
of nostalgia being felt by the 
speaker.



Only tonight
I am happy and sad
like a child
who stood at the end of summer

Simile: the speaker compares herself to a child at the 
end of summer; this extended imagery helps convey the 
confused feelings and the process of growing up. 
Summer is the season for fun and games, i.e. Childhood. 
The natural progression of the seasons into Autumn 
reflects the inevitable: that we all grow up. 



and dipped a net

in a green, erotic pond. The 
day

and ever. The day and ever.

Word choice: the child 
within the simile is 
happy because there 
are tentative moves 
towards adulthood, 
‘dipped’ and ‘erotic’ 
suggests a world 
beyond summer. 
‘erotic’ has connotes 
the adult world and a 
potential sexual 
awakening. 

The child within the simile is sad because 
the word choice of ‘green’ suggests that 
the pond has stagnated and has turned 
green/ full of algae, thus marking the end 
of the fun games of summer, this reflects 
that the speaker’s childhood has also 
stagnated and is at its end. 



The day
and ever. The day and ever.

Again, punctuated by the rhythm of 
childhood which is ever present on the 
journey to adulthood, suggests that the 
speaker will carry these speech patterns 
forward. 



Commonalities 

• Whilst the poem is a monologue, it differs from ‘Mrs Midas’ 
and ‘Valentine’,

• There is no concrete external audience being addressed in 
‘TWMMS’,

• In ‘Mrs Midas’, Mrs Midas is choosing to tell us –the reader-
her story, 

• In ‘Valentine’, the speaker is addressing her lover directly.

• Duffy uses the monologue form in different ways to create 
different effects.



Commonality 

Consider Originally and TWMMS: 

How do the speakers feel about their 
journeys? Find evidence to back your 
reasoning up and explain fully how they 
show these emotions. 


